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thirtieth definition next after the twenty ninth being the ordinal number for
30 see examples of thirtieth used in a sentence thirtieth meaning 1 30th
written as a word 2 one of 30 equal parts of something 3 30th written as a
word learn more thirtieth definition 1 30th written as a word 2 one of 30
equal parts of something 3 30th written as a word learn more a being the
ordinal number of thirty in counting order position time etc often written
30th b as noun the thirtieth of the month noun 2 a one of 30 approximately
equal parts of something a being the ordinal number of thirty in counting
order position time etc often written 30th b as noun the thirtieth of the
month n 1 mathematics a one of 30 approximately equal parts of something b as
modifier a thirtieth part 2 mathematics the fraction equal to one divided by
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30 1 a number equal to three times 10 see table of numbers 2 thirties plural
the numbers 30 to 39 specifically the years 30 to 39 in a lifetime or century
3 a sign of completion end usually written 30 wrote thirty on the last page
of the story 4 the second point scored by a side in a game of tennis
thirtieth ˈthər tē əth definition of thirtieth noun in oxford advanced
learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar
usage notes synonyms and more ˈthirtieth ˈθɜːtɪɪθ adj usually prenominal
being the ordinal number of thirty in counting order position time etc often
written 30th as noun the thirtieth of the month n one of 30 approximately
equal parts of something as modifier a thirtieth part the fraction equal to
one divided by 30 1 30 what does the word thirtieth mean there are two
meanings listed in oed s entry for the word thirtieth see meaning use for
definitions usage and quotation evidence definitions of thirtieth noun
position 30 in a countable series of things see more adjective coming next
after the twenty ninth in position synonyms 30th ordinal being or denoting a
numerical order in a series thirtieth indicating rank or position between
twenty ninth and thirty first 3 definitions thirty the number represented by
the arabic numeral 30 and by the roman numeral xxx 5 definitions thirtieth
plural thirtieths the person or thing in the thirtieth position one of thirty
equal parts of a whole lectionary 149 reading i jer 31 7 9 thus says the lord
shout with joy for jacob exult at the head of the nations proclaim your
praise and say the lord has delivered his people the remnant of israel behold
i will bring them back from the land of the north i will gather them from the
ends of the world reading 1 rom 8 12 17 brothers and sisters we are not
debtors to the flesh to live according to the flesh for if you live according
to the flesh you will die but if by the spirit you put to death the deeds of
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the body you will live for those who are led by the spirit of god are sons of
god be kind to one another compassionate forgiving one another as god has
forgiven you in christ be imitators of god as beloved children and live in
love as christ loved us and handed himself over for us through puck dan and
una meet parnesius a centurion in a roman legion in the later days of roman
britain when the empire is threatened by barbarians without and rivalry
within this is the first of three tales about roman power and the qualities
that were needed to defend it i was in central park on a new year s eve in
the 1970s blondie was playing and it was crowded a santa claus stumbled by
ralph he shouted ralph a man to the right of me turned dear friends i hereby
declare the 58th karlovy vary international film festival opened announced
the festival president jiří bartoška thus concluding the ceremonial
formalities for the thirtieth time thank you for enjoying the festival with
us new york rangers draft ej emery in 2024 nhl draftthe new york rangers have
selected ej emery with the thirtieth pick in the 2024 nhl draft follow
subscribe definition of thirtieth ordinal number in oxford advanced learner s
dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage
notes synonyms and more
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thirtieth definition meaning dictionary com May 28 2024 thirtieth definition
next after the twenty ninth being the ordinal number for 30 see examples of
thirtieth used in a sentence
thirtieth definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 27 2024
thirtieth meaning 1 30th written as a word 2 one of 30 equal parts of
something 3 30th written as a word learn more
thirtieth english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 26 2024 thirtieth
definition 1 30th written as a word 2 one of 30 equal parts of something 3
30th written as a word learn more
thirtieth definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 25 2024 a
being the ordinal number of thirty in counting order position time etc often
written 30th b as noun the thirtieth of the month noun 2 a one of 30
approximately equal parts of something
thirtieth definition of thirtieth by the free dictionary Jan 24 2024 a being
the ordinal number of thirty in counting order position time etc often
written 30th b as noun the thirtieth of the month n 1 mathematics a one of 30
approximately equal parts of something b as modifier a thirtieth part 2
mathematics the fraction equal to one divided by 30
thirtieth definition meaning merriam webster Dec 23 2023 1 a number equal to
three times 10 see table of numbers 2 thirties plural the numbers 30 to 39
specifically the years 30 to 39 in a lifetime or century 3 a sign of
completion end usually written 30 wrote thirty on the last page of the story
4 the second point scored by a side in a game of tennis thirtieth ˈthər tē
əth
thirtieth noun definition pictures pronunciation and Nov 22 2023 definition
of thirtieth noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
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pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
thirtieth wordreference com dictionary of english Oct 21 2023 ˈthirtieth
ˈθɜːtɪɪθ adj usually prenominal being the ordinal number of thirty in
counting order position time etc often written 30th as noun the thirtieth of
the month n one of 30 approximately equal parts of something as modifier a
thirtieth part the fraction equal to one divided by 30 1 30
thirtieth adj n meanings etymology and more oxford Sep 20 2023 what does the
word thirtieth mean there are two meanings listed in oed s entry for the word
thirtieth see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence
thirtieth definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Aug 19 2023 definitions
of thirtieth noun position 30 in a countable series of things see more
adjective coming next after the twenty ninth in position synonyms 30th
ordinal being or denoting a numerical order in a series
thirtieth dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Jul 18 2023 thirtieth
indicating rank or position between twenty ninth and thirty first 3
definitions thirty the number represented by the arabic numeral 30 and by the
roman numeral xxx 5 definitions
thirtieth wiktionary the free dictionary Jun 17 2023 thirtieth plural
thirtieths the person or thing in the thirtieth position one of thirty equal
parts of a whole
thirtieth sunday in ordinary time usccb May 16 2023 lectionary 149 reading i
jer 31 7 9 thus says the lord shout with joy for jacob exult at the head of
the nations proclaim your praise and say the lord has delivered his people
the remnant of israel behold i will bring them back from the land of the
north i will gather them from the ends of the world
monday of the thirtieth week in ordinary time usccb Apr 15 2023 reading 1 rom
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8 12 17 brothers and sisters we are not debtors to the flesh to live
according to the flesh for if you live according to the flesh you will die
but if by the spirit you put to death the deeds of the body you will live for
those who are led by the spirit of god are sons of god
monday of the thirtieth week in ordinary time usccb Mar 14 2023 be kind to
one another compassionate forgiving one another as god has forgiven you in
christ be imitators of god as beloved children and live in love as christ
loved us and handed himself over for us
a centurion of the thirtieth the kipling society Feb 13 2023 through puck dan
and una meet parnesius a centurion in a roman legion in the later days of
roman britain when the empire is threatened by barbarians without and rivalry
within this is the first of three tales about roman power and the qualities
that were needed to defend it
i walked over to a food cart that is always at the Jan 12 2023 i was in
central park on a new year s eve in the 1970s blondie was playing and it was
crowded a santa claus stumbled by ralph he shouted ralph a man to the right
of me turned
kviff the 58th kviff has opened bartoška celebrated his Dec 11 2022 dear
friends i hereby declare the 58th karlovy vary international film festival
opened announced the festival president jiří bartoška thus concluding the
ceremonial formalities for the thirtieth time thank you for enjoying the
festival with us
new york rangers draft ej emery in 2024 nhl draft youtube Nov 10 2022 new
york rangers draft ej emery in 2024 nhl draftthe new york rangers have
selected ej emery with the thirtieth pick in the 2024 nhl draft follow
subscribe
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thirtieth ordinal number definition pictures Oct 09 2022 definition of
thirtieth ordinal number in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
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